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Concept of the lab
The city of Mumbai is often
called the 'city of dreams' in
popular culture. It is after all,
India's commercial hub and
trading centre by the
Arabian Sea and home to
Bollywood.
One of the world's richest
municipalities, Mumbai is
also home to the world's
largest slum areas, where
communities experience
gender violence, lack of
access to sanitation, poor
housing, among other
problems.

Hosted by Red Dot
Foundation, the Mumbai Lab
titled “Impact of Urban
Design on Inclusive Cities:
Intersections and
Crossroads" aims to
investigate the nature of the
interconnected inequalities
to develop a framework of
indicators and campaigns for
building an inclusive and
safer city, for all its citizens,
especially those who are
socio-economically
vulnerable.

Global scenario
By 2050, 70% of the world’s population is expected
to live in cities leading to further strain on
infrastructure and resulting in social inequalities.
Cities like Mumbai which have populations of over
20 million are already under strain, impacting safety
and security of residents especially, vulnerable
populations like women, senior citizens and
differently abled people.
UN Habitat at Habitat III in Quito introduced their
New Urban Agenda to achieve the Sustainable
Development Goals. Safer Cities is one of the goals
in the agenda.
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The Hosts
PEOPLE BEHIND THE LAB

ELSAMARIE
D'SILVA

EIRLIANI ABDUL
RAHMAN

RUDRANI
DASGUPTA

Hosted by the Red Dot Foundation, the Lab in India, coorganised by GDL members Elsa Marie D’Silva, Eirliani Abdul
Rahman and Rudrani Dasgupta, invited participants to think
about the impact of urban design on inclusive cities, and to
contribute to building a more inclusive and safer city for all
inhabitants. The Lab brought 17 participants from 11 countries
virtually to Mumbai – a city defined by its staggering
contrasts: a city of dreams for some, a slum for others. Taking
into account SDGs 5, 11 and 17, the Lab aimed to provide an
insight into how to examine intersectionality as well as to
improve governance and accountability for the city in the long
run. This Lab is an experiment to develop citizen driven
indicators for an inclusive city that could also be applied
elsewhere.
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Message from the hosts
For me it was a dream come true to host
a lab in my home city Mumbai (even if the
lab was virtual) and work on an issue that
I am passionate about - inclusive cities. A
truly inclusive city can be a game changer
because people can achieve their
potential as well as live, work and play in
an environment that enhances their
wellbeing.
ElsaMarie DSilva
India

I love it that we had intentionally
chosen to examine the urban and
sustainability issues under a feminist
lens, that we were cognizant of the
issue of intersectionality.

Eirliani Abdul Rahman
Singapore

Rudrani Dasgupta
India

OCTOBER 2020 - MAY 2021

As a co-host, this Lab was about challenging
myself to both facilitate and participate in
virtual co-creation during what is arguably
the biggest crisis of this era. Working on
inclusive urban spaces while watching the
world's biggest cities turn into pandemic
hotspots was an incredibly humbling,
frightening and learning experience.
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challenge holder

RED DOT FOUNDATION

Red Dot Foundation works at
the intersection of gender,
safety and urban planning &
design. Its flagship program is
Safecity, a platform that
crowdsources personal stories
of sexual harassment and
abuse in public and private
spaces. This data which maybe
anonymous, gets aggregated as
hot spots on a map indicating
trends at a local level. The aim
is to make this data useful for
individuals, local communities
and local administration to
identify factors that cause
behaviour that lead to violence
and work on strategies for
solutions.
OCTOBER 2020 - MAY 2021

It has hosted two Urban
Thinkers Campus (UTCs) for
UN Habitat bringing together
diverse groups from
Government agencies,
Business and Civil society to
brainstorm solutions on
gender-related city
challenges. The last two UTCs
were on the themes “Creating a Resilient and
Inclusive City” and “Safe
Public Spaces”.
This lab is an extension of
their work on Inclusive Cities.
The outcomes will be shared
at the UN Habitat's UTC 2021.
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agenda
Aim - Focus on SDGs 5 (Gender), 11 (Sustainable Cities) and 17
(Partnerships), the aim of the Lab is for the members to help
develop a framework to report the SDGs at the city level in line
with the New Urban Agenda and create a strategy for
implementation.
Dates:
Incubator Lab - virtual sessions from Oct 2020 to May 2021
Impact Lab - in-person session in Mumbai to be held in
Sept/Oct 2022

Sessions:
1. Kickoff on 5 Oct 2020 - United Nations World Habitat Day
2. Virtual Session 1 - 16 Oct 2020 - Understanding the
Landscape - International to Local
3. Virtual Session 2 - 6 Nov 2020 - Understanding the Historical
and Cultural Contexts
4. Virtual Session 3 - 20 Nov 2020 - Citizen engagement in civic
issues
5. Virtual Session 4 - 11 Dec 2020 - Smart Cities and Civic Tech
6. Virtual Session 5 - 22 Jan 2021 - Planning a Feminist City
7. Virtual Session 6 - 12 Feb 2021 - Designing a data driven city
8. Virtual Session 7 - 5 Mar 2021 - Peer sharing on group work
9. Virtual Session 8 - 19 Mar 2021 - Making indicators work
10. Virtual Session 9 - 16 Apr 2021 - Making indicators
understandable
11. Virtual Session 10 - 21 May 2021 - Final Presentations
12. Finale on 28 May 2021 - Celebration and Feedback

OCTOBER 2020 - MAY 2021
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methodology

The Mumbai Incubation Lab is
the first of a couple of labs to
deep dive into the idea of
inclusiveness in a city. The
virtual format meant we had to
convene the lab over several
months with two hourly
sessions that had a mix of
curriculum and cultural events.
Ten GDL members, six BMW
Foundation Responsible
Leaders, four members of the
Secretariat, three interns and
one partner comprised the
participants from 11 countries.
The lab started on Oct 5, 2020
and concluded on May 28, 2021
OCTOBER 2020 - MAY 2021

Diverse perspectives
Members and speakers
represented various work
disciplines from urban
planning, journalism,
technology, legal, political
and social sector which lent
to interesting perspectives.
Local insights
Speakers represented the
different stakeholders in lieu
of actual site visits. This
ranged from understanding
the historical development
of the city to the current
social, economic and
environmental challenges
the city faces.
7
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methodology (contd)

Global experts
The speakers were experts in
their fields who helped the
participants zoom in and out
to understand the problem as
well as the intersectional
issues.
Scientific indicators
Using the Yale NUS Urban
Environment & Social Inclusion
Index as a launchpad, the
participants deep dived into
citizen driven indicators for
inclusion. Some key aspects
were identifying the source
and availability of the data and
determining measurement for
parity.

OCTOBER 2020 - MAY 2021

Co-creation
The element of co-creation is
a major aspect of the Lab.
Four teams were formed to
work on different aspects of
inclusiveness and identify
ten indicators and two
campaign ideas that could
be implemented in the city.
Cultural notes
Many of the participants had
never been to Mumbai or
India. So every session had a
cultural part to immerse
them into the place.
Including elements of past
GDLs like Secret Friend also
helped in bonding.
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challenges
CO-CREATION DURING A PANDEMIC

Hosting a virtual lab came
with its fair share of
challenges.
COVID19 ensured that
throughout the duration of
the Lab, stress levels were
high. Different countries went
through lockdowns and
subsequently relaxed their
social distancing norms. We
tried to be mindful about
mental health and zoom
fatigue of our participants.
Zoom fatigue towards the
end of the lab was very
predominant.
Internet connectivity was
also an issue for a quite a few
people. A lab is meant to be
interactive and participatory
but if participants keep
dropping off or cannot keep
their videos on due to
internet bandwidth issues,
then it becomes challenging
to create the space for cocreation.

It was also difficult to sustain
commitment during the
prolonged sessions of the
virtual Lab.

OCTOBER 2020 - MAY 2021
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Expert impulses
Nadia Vom Scheidt
City partnerships help people to get to know different ways of life, students
to work across the borders to meet the challenges of globalisation, experts
to work together to find solutions for sustainable mobility and artists to be
inspired by cultures of other countries.
Professor Geeta Mehta
There are a number of shareable problems that cities face today, say,
climate change, rural to urban migration, global and local supply chains, etc.
The solution to them must be multi-scalar and multi sectoral.
Policies have to connect with people so people can help in implementation
and make sure that policies get implemented.
The current neoliberal economic system is undermining human rights,
social injustice and resilience by undue influence in healthcare,
environment, agriculture and developers in cities.
Sanjay Sridhar
The size of our cities is the major concern. Therefore, cities in India need to
leap frog by learning from failures and successes of cities from around the
world but using solutions that work in and for India which need to be built
for our governance structure.
Cities in text have the ability to raise the money, in spirit they are never
allowed to raise money suggesting the cities will always remain dependent
on the state government which is provisional government.
The cities have to be designed for eight years old and eighty years old i.e. the
8/80 concept.

OCTOBER 2020 - MAY 2021
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Expert impulses
(contd)
Megha Phansalkar
Neighbourhood communities are the extended arm for the government
representing their communities to attend it’s day-to-day issues and fosters
awareness and successful behavioural and policy changes.
It is necessary to empower neighbourhood committees about the
government policies and programmes to make them active key players in
the communities. Also, If we harness the community leadership it becomes
an entire feedback loop for implementing agencies.
Community engagement happens when we work along the aspects of
accountability i.e. Institutional ,Financial, Technical and Social.
Ashwin Mahesh
Our governance systems are too weak and ineffective to respond to the
complexity and diversity of urban problems that we can never find the right
solutions and scale them everywhere. Instead we need to increase the
number of problem solving people.
Cities need to visualise the problem to know the scale of it and ultimately
solve it.
Cities need to focus on problem solving and build state capacity and think
of citizens as co-managers of cities while citizens need to stop externalising
the problem.
Jane Borges
Different vanished communities helped in the making of the cultural and
commercial fabric of a city and played an instrumental role in building a
city. These cultural stories that are associated with the places need to be
preserved.

OCTOBER 2020 - MAY 2021
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Understanding the Landscape International to Local
The UN Habitat's New Urban Agenda works
as an accelerator of the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), particularly SDG
11– Make cities and human settlements
inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable – to
provide a comprehensive framework to guide
and track urbanization around the globe.
Cognizant of the fact that 95 per cent of the
urban growth will be in the developing world,
Sustainable Development Goal 11 sets targets
and defines indicators to measure progress
and growth.

STAKEHOLDER
URBANISM INSTEAD
OF SPECULATIVE
URBANISM

The New Urban Agenda made it clear that
many problems are common but who is going
to solve them? Solutions have to be global,
but also hyperlocal - multi-scalar and multisectoral. It is clear that governments will not
be able to do as much compared to the
private sector (e.g. Facebook, Amazon). Issues
of climate change, rural to urban migration,
political and climate refugees, global and
local supply chains - have to be solved at a
regional or larger level.

Learnings:
Policies have to connect to people, so people can help in implementation.
e.g. India has a great environmental policy, but has it been implemented?
Every public project, development project has to be measured in terms of
social and ecological capital and governance, and then finance.
Companies should be reporting on these indicators every year.
Invest in climate resilience, economic resilience, social resilience and
political resilience. Political resilience is the hardest, and critical.
The current neo-liberal economic system has to be challenged, It is
undermining human rights, social justice, and resilience and has an undue
influence in: Healthcare, Environment, Agriculture, Cities.
Street based urbanism promotes social capital.
Supporting women supports the families and communities.
Social Capital Credits (SoCCs) are a parallel community currency where
doing social good can be redeemed for healthcare, education and skill
empowerment. It is persuasive technology for behaviour change.
The city must be designed for 8 and 80 year olds. Cities in India are
evolving around this in terms of standards and city design, and the role of
women.

OCTOBER 2020 - MAY 2021
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Understanding historical
& Cultural contexts
Bombay / Mumbai is made up of seven islands.
High levels of migration eventually resulted in
integration of Bombay into one dominant
island. It has a Portuguese and British colonial
influence. By 1877, Bombay was a thriving
economic capital. Hundreds of emigrating
families sought employment putting pressure
on infrastructure. As the city developed and
became urbanised, ethnic communities were
vulnerable to extinction. There was migration in
and out of the city with newer groups settling
in.

MUMBAI AND
STUTTGART ARE
SISTER CITIES

Some ways to honour and memorialise vanished
populations and memories and rebuild cities
and cultural histories:
Memory project linked to migration
movement.
Preserve cross-generational songs
especially unique to certain groups. Eg
the one in interior Maharashtra where
women would sing whilst grinding spices.
The tradition was lost when electric
grinders replaced manual grinders.

Mumbai and Stuttgart are sister cities. The relationship has been mutually
beneficial. Collaboration on inclusion has focused on religious roundtables,
preservation of heritage and shared visions to promote the Sustainable
Development Goals through the municipal structures for inclusive living.
Several projects which are being funded through the German Government
and EU have focused on promoting development as well as dealing with
COVID19. Work is being done through interactions between multiple actors:
NGOs and the Municipal Corporation of Mumbai.
Learnings:
Crises like pandemic or terror attacks bring people closer regardless of
ethnic distinction. Understanding historical pasts conceives a future
concerning everyone - community, inclusivity.
Cities and communities can be used as peace-building tools. Eg Mumbai
can learn from Stuttgart on waste segregation and management.
Concentrate on small projects (NGOs work together), ie Museum Cultural
Exchange featuring music, murals, cultural arts and adopt less of
a technical approach.

OCTOBER 2020 - MAY 2021
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Citizen engagement
in civic issues

PORTRAY
SOCIAL ACTION AS
APPEALING

Mumbai is often called the Maximum City and
it is known for its spirit of resilience.
Community engagement is a critical aspect for
success of urban planning and building
resilience. A feedback loop is necessary
between local government, civil society and the
citizen. Some great examples shared:
Neighbourhood committees to support
government as an extended arm, provide
neighbourhood representation, and connect
with communities. They foster awareness on
successful behavioural and policy changes.
Cultivate local leadership with regular
involvement with local communities for a
sustainable feedback loop.
Strengthen movements that foster citizen
community support in a long-term
sustainable manner. Capitalise on Mumbai’s
culture of helping in acute hardships by
simplifying tasks that make efforts
convenient and outcomes tangible
Portray incentives based on self-interests
/convenience for different demographics as
exciting and appealing (credits for students)

Learnings:
Make asks from citizens manageable. No huge ask from single individual as
there is limited reliance on government. Belief in what you are doing is
meaningful and superior to options promoted by local government.
Capitalise on local beliefs of security in afterlife. eg Framing of plastic
waste as a charitable cause that relies on community efforts and produces
positive effects since plastic is recycled back into local communities.
Make it convenient for people to participate. Doorstep pick-up for
convenience encourages large collections of plastic waste.
Engage youth. Eg Model BMC to visualise public problem solving and
combat the issue of the same, small number of people addressing
divergent regional social issues.
Engage women. Encourage self help groups where women can mobilise
and organise themselves to become self reliant and empowered. It has the
potential to create multiplier effects, growth of female community groups
and expansion of different informal institutional roles.
Collaborative governance. Find common ground where local government,
civil society and citizens can work together on common issues.

OCTOBER 2020 - MAY 2021
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smart cities and civic tech
INCLUDE EMPATHY IN
DESIGN OF CIVIC TECH TO
CARE FOR CITIZENS' NEEDS
- RITU DAVID

Learnings:
Fast paced development of new technology creates need for inclusion,
while the rise of the Surveillance State creates distrust of technology.
Despite distrust in tech, it can be harnessed to address concerns and
challenges of civil society.
Imperative to find efficient, meaningful, inclusive intersection between
cities, technology, and society.
Civic tech should be aimed at organising people, understanding their
needs, and conveying them in a structured format to local government.
Technology can promote participatory democracy. Promote civic learning
and engagement in neighbourhoods, advocate governments to adopt a
strategic and actionable framework to urban transformation.
Inclusion of poorest and most vulnerable citizens. Eg: gender issues:
cameras for safety of women in public spaces, easy reporting of
complaints, participatory budget campaign, covid related information.
Develop 4th tier of “slum governance” - exploring how civil technology
enters the slums with the aim to encourage localized monitoring of urban
development and localized control of funds to improve quality of slum
dwellers, with especial regard to infrastructure assessment (i.e. water
conditions).
Capitalize on available technology used by majority population for civic
participation and involvement (e.g. WhatsApp).
Need to spread awareness of available technolgy, promote inclusivity in
design, and promote high recall rates (eg. mobile banking through voice
assisted interfaces that include citizens from all digital backgrounds and
comfortability of digital interfaces). Make tech that gets used.

OCTOBER 2020 - MAY 2021
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planning a feminist city
MEASUREMENTS IN
CLIMATE ARE ALSO VERY
GENDER RELEVANT.
- EVA KAIL

Vienna is acclaimed as a Feminist City. Eva Kail from the City planning
shared with us the criteria for a gender sensitive planning approach Feminist
City: (assessment of proposed measurements through gender and inclusive
design)
Fairness check, e.g. concept of mobility and public space - 5-6
(vulnerable) target groups defined, and measures are assessed to see if the
groups are assisted, and ⅓ of the measurements for each group had to be
redefined. E.g. Gender-sensitive Mobility - taking into account pedestrians,
measurements of sidewalk were reshaped, barrier freeness was remodelled,
emphasis was put onto safe crossing, traffic lights and lighting (women’s
commission of local politicians was crucial)
Safety issues, e.g. defined criteria for urban lighting department through
identifying zones of anxiety. Improved lighting can support the physical
structure of self empowerment of women, and allow for better safety in
crime cases.
Participation, e.g. being cognisant of gender bias and groups involved
Gender and diversity sensitive formats. Public transport utilised to
depict “50/50 roles” with gender-sensitive pictograms, where roles were
changed e.g. father taking care of baby in pictogram.
Gender sensitive participation - function of increasing youth
participation, marked new development area based off interviewees
showing uncomfortable areas (by age and sex), established prominent
active girl groups which were symbolic of ownership of infrastructure.
Factor of success - There was political will, “Added up strategies” created a
strong bond between administration, scientific community and NGOs. There
was a strong women’s network inside the administration that promoted a
twin track strategy: gender mainstreaming and promoting women’s issues.

OCTOBER 2020 - MAY 2021
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Designing a Data Driven City
Data and technology can be used for public
problem solving. It helps to not only think
outside the box, but “reimagine the box itself”.
"Without data a city cannot even imagine its
problems". - Dr Ashwin Mahesh
Data and technology can address the issue of
the inability to see a city geographically or
visually, and understand socio-economic
differences. A social technology lab can solve
social development problems that affect the
lives of large numbers of people, using
intervention strategies that leverage the power
of information technology.

INCREASE THE
NUMBER OF
PROBLEM SOLVING
PEOPLE

Cities need to problem solve, build state
capacity, think of citizens as co-managers.
Citizens need to stop externalising problems
- everything helps and can be fun.
Technology built for one city or issue, can be
replicated for other cities and issues. e.g a
governance observatory.
Repurpose-able technology is the need of
the hour.

Learnings:
Increase the number of problem solving people and also the type of
problem solving people. This will result in collaborative potential.
Crowdsource data where citizens have a role to play. They contribute, act
on the data and hold their government institutions accountable.
Improve civic engagement with government through addressing
technology gaps.
A PPP public private partnership model can leverage government resources
with private sector knowledge capital.
Visualisation of data in a format where every citizen can understand is
critical. For eg it allows for an ordinary person not knowledgeable of town
planning to “reverse learn” such as by identifying dense neighbourhoods
and availability of resources on a map and incentivising people to be
aspirational. This can be done based on data, but also through intuitive
knowledge of things viewed in the city, even if one isn’t a data scientist or
urban planner.
Data allows people to demand accountability and influence government.
The basis of informed citizenry is important in helping elect
representatives to know what the citizens know. Moreover by increasing
what a citizen knows one can push representatives to act on it.

OCTOBER 2020 - MAY 2021
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indicators
Participants were divided into four groups and asked to
brainstorm indicators to measure social and environmental
inclusion from a citizens perspective.
Phase 1 - Brainstorm as many indicators as relevant
Phase 2 - Identify the top 10 indicators
Phase 3 - Create a citizen focused campaign on the indicators
Climate
and Green
Cover

Air
Pollution

Water

Transport

Prioritize the indicators based on the following:
Which of the indicators drive the most impact towards
citizen action/ movement or government action?
Does this indicator have easily available data to measure or
is the data to measure this indicator easy to crowdsource.
To help you do that, we want you to think of it through the
following questions:
1. How might we get the average citizen in Mumbai to care
about this issue?
2. How might we get data from a cross section of citizens
against these indicators?
3. How might we include the maximum number of people to
crowdsource indicator values? d) What weightage would you
give each indicator as a fraction of 100%?

OCTOBER 2020 - MAY 2021
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Climate and green urban cover

OCTOBER 2020 - MAY 2021
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air pollution
Air Pollution in Mumbai is affected by
Industrial Smoke

Transport

Waste Burning

Photo credit: Johnny Miller, Unequal Scenes
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water

OCTOBER 2020 - MAY 2021
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Transport

Photo credit: Ojas Kolvankar and Devina Buckshee for Red Dot Foundation
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campaign ideas
Creating a citizen friendly campaign

1. Identify one or two top indicators and plan a
communication strategy around it.
2. Think of one or two personas in the city of Mumbai who
you wish to target.
3. Identify one or two of your top indicators which are the
most important that you want people to actively think
about, collect data and implement change.
4. Create a communications campaign/messaging to get that
person engaged, involved and active.

Ref: Water Group

OCTOBER 2020 - MAY 2021
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Mapping stakeholders
Mapping Community Assets to target the campaign

Ref: Climate and Green Cover Group

Ref: Water Group

OCTOBER 2020 - MAY 2021
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final recommendations
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final recommendations (contd)
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f i n a l r e c omm e n d a t i o n s ( c o n t d )
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final recommendations (contd)
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f i n a l r e c omm e n d a t i o n s ( c o n t d )
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final recommendations (contd)
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f i n a l r e c omm e n d a t i o n s ( c o n t d )
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final recommendations (contd)
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feedback from participants
Inclusive cities will happen when thinking,
design and action happens at a hyper local or
street level. People are not the object, but the
agent who leads inclusion, they need to have a
stake in it, so change happens from within
through strong relations of trust.

Cecilia Barja
USA / Bolivia

Mumbai lab culminated after five months of
rigorous discussions, inputs and deliberations on
inclusive urban development from the view point
of subject experts and practitioners. Lab not only
entailed learning from different city experiences
but was instrumental in connecting people
working in the field of urban development from
diverse angles and regions. The lab helped foster
partnership among many striving to bring positive
change in the urban landscape for inclusive
development. The innovative ideas shared by
participants inspired people to think put if the box
and in some cases replicate it. The sustainability of
the lab has been ensured through collectively
chalked out action plans and dedicated
campaigns. The lab took a distinct approach to
participatory problem solving and action.

Mome Saleem
Pakistan

OCTOBER 2020 - MAY 2021
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All of us needed this initiative - to
understand better gender issues in urban
spaces and to also look deeper at the
various socio / political / economic and
environmental impact, particularly in the
perspective of solution formulation.

Banu Pekol
Turkey

The initiatives in Mumbai/India
will hopefully serve as both
inspiration and future contacts.
Nappinai NS
India

The importance of setting the scene,
showing the contexts by presenting various
persons from various sphere, to give us a
better idea of the context. I thought it was
really awesome and very important.

Sandrine Ramboux
Turkey / Belgium / Austria

Co-creating public problem
solving and thinking about
urban issues from a citizen
perspective is critical
Prathima Manohar
India

OCTOBER 2020 - MAY 2021
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Tatiana Kotlyarenko
Poland

My first global virtual lab, a very unique
experience and I thoroughly enjoyed it.
Co-creating sustainable solutions for inclusive
urban spaces hasn't been more interesting
and trying to be honest. While the pandemic
raged and razed cities, working on how we
can make the future more sustainable and
resilient had its own sense of satisfaction. The
musical evenings were my favourite!

Bringing together expertise from
different fields and across the world
results in dynamic and innovative
approaches to address problems.

Supreet K Singh
India
I would call this "Glocal" Global equally Local! The
GDL experience has been amazing as it did not
just bring together global experts but cross
fertilized into local strategies. I witnessed
Participatory Governance converting to action!

Aafreen Siddiqui
India / Thailand

The GDL was a wake up call for me to to take
action on Air Pollution in my city. The fact that
so many people from different countries were
working on making my city liveable was
incredibly inspiring. I am actively working on
making the right people aware of the issue and
nudging them towards action.

OCTOBER 2020 - MAY 2021

Ritu David
India
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feedback from SPONSORS

The Mumbai Incubator Lab was truly memberdriven, inclusive, innovative and inspirational GDL at its best! And a learning experience on
many levels for everybody involved! Thank you!

Senta Höfer
GDL Secretariat
Germany

Three things in particular stood out for me
about the lab: the continuous feedback loops
with local experts in the field of urban
development who challenged our insights
again and again, the collaborative spirit and
dedication shown by all participants, and the
thoughtful guidance from the hosts.
Barbara Muller
BMW Foundation Herbert Quandt
Germany

OCTOBER 2020 - MAY 2021
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Impact of the lab on members
GDL is member driven.
Diplomacy 4.0 - linking global and local opportunities and challenges
through a lab.
Creates a diverse community of practice from the fields of diplomacy and
government, civil society, academia and business, and by building its
members’ capacities, fostering mutual learning and thought leadership, and
catalysing action in their respective spheres of influence.
Leverages the knowledge and experience of its diverse membership to
develop and pilot innovative solutions and identifies lessons learned and best
practices.
Uses this emerging body of knowledge and the capacities of its members to
support and advise organisations around the world in addressing their
development challenges through innovative methods.

95%
Were satisfied with the lab
and rated it 4 or 5 out of 5

77%
Extremely felt the topic and
the sessions around inclusive
urban spaces relevant to their
work

62%
Extremely felt that the lab was
was instrumental in fostering
mutual learning, reflection and
thought leadership amongst a
diverse group of participants
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70%
Extremely felt that the lab was
instrumental in building the
members’ capacities on the topic
of inclusive urban spaces

84%
Believe that the ideas
generated in the lab can
catalyse local action in their
respective spheres of influence

92%
Believe that the ideas
generated in the lab can
catalyse local action by the
challenge holder
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Impact of the lab on members
GDL aims to create impact at the individual level, enabling all members to
enhance their understanding of key global issues, improve their intercultural,
interpersonal and discursive leadership and problem-solving skills, stimulate
mutual learning and build their capacity to apply innovative methods.
GDL creates impact at the knowledge level. Members respond to
"challenges" by external organisations and contribute their skills and create
knowledge by reframing and/or resolving the issue, developing solutions and
channelling their learning back into the GDL community.
GDL creates impact at the systemic level. GDL contributes to the knowledge
created for organisational development, diplomatic strategies and provides
thought leadership based on the wide-ranging expertise of its members.

90%
Reported an enhanced
understanding of urban
inclusion

70%
Reported an improved
problem solving skills

OCTOBER 2020 - MAY 2021

77%
Reported an improved
intercultural sensitivity

70%
Reported an improved
interpersonal and
discursive leadership

85%

85%

Reported a stimulated
mutual learning and
reflective environment during
the lab

Were appreciative of the
applied innovative
methods used during
the lab
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participants
CECILIA BARJA
Community Organiser and Writer

MOME SALEEM
Institute of Urbanism

JULIA JAROSCHWESKI
Journalist, Buzzing Cities Lab

SANDRINE RAMBOUX
C@rma

REHAM ELGEBALY
SEDAQ (South Egypt Development
Association)

MILICA SARACEVIC
European Commission, Strategic
Communication

DR BANU PEKOL
Berghof Foundation

TATIANA KOTLYARENKO
ODIHR Advisor on Anti-Human
Trafficking Issues

BARBARA MULLER
BMW Foundation Herbert Quandt
AAFREEN SIDDIQUI
Regional Engagement Lead,
Government Innovation at UNDP AsiaPacific
NAPPINAI NS
Advocate, Supreme Court of India
Founder, Cyber Saathi
PRATHIMA MANOHAR
The Urban Vision
RITU DAVID
The Data Duck
SUPREET K SINGH
Red Dot Foundation
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expert impulse givers
SANGITA HASNALE
Assistant Commissioner - Planning,
Municipal Corporation of Greater
Mumbai

JUMA ASSIAGO
Safer Cities Program,
UN Habitat

HITESH VAIDYA
Executive Director,
National Institute of Urban Affairs

GEETA MEHTA
Founder & Professor,
Asia Initiatives / Columbia University

SHREYA MALLU
Director,
Asia Initiatives / Columbia University

SANJAY SRIDHAR
Strategy Advisor,
Urban Movement Innovation Fund

JANE BORGES
Author and Journalist,
Sunday Midday

NADIA VOM SCHEIDT
Head of International Relations,
City of Stuttgart

RAJAN JAYKAR
Historian,
Bhau Dhaji Lad Museum

SHISHIR JOSHI
Founder,
Project Mumbai

RUBEN MASCARENHAS
coFounder,
Litmus Test Project, Khaana Chahiye,
Serv’d

SAMEER UNHALE
Joint Commissioner,
Directorate of Municipal
Administration

RITU DAVID
Founder,
The Data Duck

MEGHA PHANSALKAR
Founder,
Tisser

SRINIVAS ALIVILLI
Head of Civic Participation,
Janaagraha

EVA KAIL
Gender Planning Expert,
City of Vienna

ASHWIN MAHESH
Founder,
MapUnity

ROHIT SAXENA
Program Officer,
National Institute of Urban Affairs

SUPREET K SINGH
Director and CEO,
Red Dot Foundation

JULIA HOFFMAN
Founder,
Mosaics and Circles
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support team
GDL SECRETARIAT
SUE LYN CHONG
Senior Project Manager
TANJA WELTER
Intern
PHILIPP BREER
Intern

COMMUNICATIONS & DOCUMENTATION
OLIVIA ROSLANSKY
Student Intern
DARANEE GANESH
Student Intern
VIKTORIA IVCENKO
Student Intern

TECHNOLOGY INTERN
KAJAL ANTIL
Red Dot Foundation

COVER PICTURE CREDIT
JOHNNY MILLER
Founder, Unequal Scenes
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SUPPORTED BY

HOSTED BY
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